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Abstract
Objective: To examine the association of copy number variants (CNV) among fetuses with ultrasound-detected soft markers (USM).
Methods: This IRB-approved retrospective cohort study of fetuses with prenatal or children with postnatal chromosomal microarray analysis (CMA) sought to examine an association
between clinically relevant CNV (classified as pathogenic CNV or variants of uncertain significance (VUS)) and USM in women w ho delivered at Geisinger between January 2010 and
July 2018. The following USM were evaluated: choroid plexus cyst, thickened nuchal fold, absent or hypoplastic nasal bone, echogenic intracardiac focus, echogenic bowel, short long
bones, and urinary tract dilation. Fetuses or children with known aneuploidy or a single gene disorder were excluded. Odds ratios (OR) of the association between CNV and USM were
reported along with associated 95% confidence intervals (CI) and p-values. P values <0.05 were considered significant.
Results: Of the 348 fetuses/children, 89 (25.6%) had a clinically relevant CNV. Similar percentages of demographic, delivery and neonate characteristics were noted for those with
a clinically relevant CNV and those with a normal microarray analysis. No statistically significant differences were noted am ong those fetuses/children with a clinically relevant CNV
and structural anomaly (p = 0.52; OR 1.18, 95% CI 0.72-1.92), presence of one USM (p = 0.72; OR 1.52, 95% CI 0.79-2.92), or presence of more than one USM (p = 0.79; OR 1.56,
95% CI 0.28-8.72).
Conclusion: Our data supports a lack of association between a clinically relevant copy number variant and an ultrasound-detected soft marker. A small statistically insignificant
increase in odds of a clinically relevant CNV was noted for those fetuses/children with one or more USM.
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Introduction

becoming the recommended test, especially in the setting of a fetal anomaly
[3,7].

Ultrasound-detected soft makers (USM) are second trimester sonographic
findings that increase the suspicion for aneuploidy in the fetus. Soft markers
may be present in 11-17% of normal pregnancies without structural
abnormalities or aneuploidy [1]. Genetic screening or testing (typically in the
form of cell-free fetal DNA screening test or an amniocentesis) is offered to
high-risk patients with USM to evaluate for aneuploidy. When isolated or in
the absence of anomalies, soft markers do not significantly increase the risk
of aneuploidy and often do not require further follow-up or evaluation [2].
Previous studies have been primarily based on the association between USM
and chromosomal alterations determined by traditional karyotyping which
cannot detect alterations less than five megabases, on average.

There is a paucity of literature to demonstrate an association between
CMA aberration and USM. In the setting of an identified USM, there is a lack
of standardization in performing genetic screening or diagnostic testing, which
may contribute to feelings of anxiety and confusion in expecting parents. The
lack of literature and inconsistency of care make it difficult to counsel patients
on the potential association between USM and chromosomal abnormalities.
Evidence to use CMA for identifying an underlying genetic aberration in a fetus
with USM is lacking. Studies evaluating the presence of CMA with structural
anomalies excluded soft markers in their analysis [8]. The primary aim of
our study was to evaluate the association of clinically relevant CNV among
fetuses with one or more USM, with or without a structural abnormality. We
hypothesized that there would be an increased risk of clinically relevant CNV
among fetuses with one or more USM.

Chromosomal microarray analysis (CMA) offers the advantage of
detecting duplications or deletions as small as 50 to 100 kilobases that would
have been otherwise missed on traditional karyotyping [3]. Recent evidence
has favored CMA over conventional karyotyping to detect the presence of
clinically relevant copy number variants (CNV) in the setting of fetal ultrasound
anomalies [4]. Clinically relevant CNV are defined as submicroscopic deletions
or duplications of genetic material identified on CMA and classified as either
pathogenic or variants of uncertain significance (VUS). Clinically relevant CNV
may be detected in 6-10% of anomalous fetuses with a normal karyotype
and 2% of non-anomalous fetuses with a normal karyotype [5,6]. Because
the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG) and the
Society of Maternal-Fetal Medicine (SMFM) support the use of CMA as a firsttier genetic test in women undergoing prenatal diagnostic testing, it is rapidly
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Materials and Methods
We conducted an institutional review board-approved retrospective cohort
study of singleton pregnancies who delivered at Geisinger between January
2010 and July 2018. A search of electronic medical records was performed
using International Classification of Diseases (ICD) codes. Pregnant women
who underwent an amniocentesis or children who underwent postnatal genetic
evaluation with CMA (if prenatal testing was not performed) and had antenatal
ultrasound performed between 13 weeks and 32 weeks gestation at Geisinger
were included in the study. Fetuses or children with known aneuploidy or single
gene disorder were excluded. 379 patients who delivered at Geisinger during
the study period met the inclusion criteria.
Charts of all of the study patients were reviewed by the study investigators
(KA, LB, PS) to abstract the baseline characteristics and CMA results.
Ultrasound reports for all of the study patients were also reviewed. The
following ultrasound-detected soft markers were evaluated: choroid plexus
cyst, thickened nuchal fold (defined as > 6 mm before 21 weeks gestation),
hypoplastic or absent nasal bone, echogenic intracardiac focus, echogenic
bowel, short long bones (defined as < 3 standard deviation below the mean),
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and urinary tract dilation (defined as anterior-posterior diameter > 4 mm before
28 weeks gestation or > 7 mm at 28 weeks gestation or greater).
For CMA results that were reported prenatally, amniotic fluid samples
were obtained by means of amniocentesis. Indications for prenatal
amniocentesis including the following: advanced maternal age, structural
abnormality, abnormal prenatal genetic screening, or maternal anxiety. For
cases in which an amniocentesis was offered but not performed, CMA was
performed on postnatal samples obtained from either neonatal or pediatric
blood collection. Postnatal CMA results were included in our analysis as it
is routinely performed in the pediatric population in the setting of prenatally
detected anomalies, developmental delays, or seizure disorder. Two clinical
genetic testing laboratories performed the CMA. One of the laboratories used
a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) based CMA platform, while the other
used a SNP based platform in conjunction with array comparative genome
hybridization (array CGH). Both laboratories were CLIA certified and were
used routinely in prenatal and pediatric genetics clinics within Geisinger for
microarray analysis during the study period. CMA testing designated CNV as
pathogenic (abnormal), variants of uncertain significance (VUS), or benign.
Pathogenic variants were defined as deletions or duplications that were not
found in population databases and were suspected to be disease causing
based on the CNV size and gene content. VUS results were classified as such
if there was inadequate information about the deletion or duplication, but the
CNV could not be categorized as benign as it was not present in population
databases. Benign variants were CNV that were found in the general
population in healthy individuals and were not expected to cause disease.
Benign CNV or common population variants were not included in the analysis.
The categories of variant classification are standard reporting nomenclature,
and the classification of these variants was not altered from the laboratory
analysis.
Children with structural anomalies were classified by the anatomic system
for which an abnormality was present: central nervous system, craniofacial,
cardiac, thorax, musculoskeletal, gastrointestinal tract, and genitourinary
tract. Data were summarized by frequencies and percentages for categorical
variables. Mean and standard deviation (for normal distribution) or median and
interquartile range (for non-normal distribution) was reported for continuous
variables. Comparison of the baseline characteristics in the two cohorts (CNV
positive and CNV negative) was performed using Chi-squared tests. Odds
ratios (OR) with respective 95% confidence intervals (CI) and Chi-square test
statistics were reported from a univariate logistic regression model. P values
<0.05 were considered significant. All statistical analysis was performed using
SAS v 9.4 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC).

Results
Of the 379 women that met our inclusion criteria, 31 were excluded due to
a known single gene disorder or aneuploidy resulting in a total of 348 women
for analysis; 25.6% (89/348) of which had a fetus/child with a clinically relevant
CNV (CNV +) and 74.4% (259/348) with a normal microarray analysis (CNV -).

The majority of the CMA results were obtained on postnatal testing. CNV - and
CNV + groups were similar with respect to maternal age at delivery, maternal
race, tobacco use, the mode of delivery, the gestational age at delivery, the
gender of the child, admission to the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU), and
the presence of structural anomaly (Tables 1 and 2). When examining the
total cohort (CNV + and CNV -), 89.6% (312/348) of the women were noted
to be less than 35 years of age, 91.9% (320/348) were non-Hispanic white,
and 77.0% (268/348) were non-smokers. The majority of the patients, 39.4%
(137/348) had a female neonate and 69.8% (238/348) delivered at term or
later (Table 1).
Out of the total cohort, 84.2% (293/348) of the children had a normal
ultrasound and 15.8% (55/348) of the children had presence of one or more
USM (Table 3). In the group without an identified USM, 24.2% (71/293) of the
cases were CNV +, while the remaining 75.8% (222/293) of cases were CNV -.
Of the 55 cases with USM, 67.3% (37/55) had negative testing for CNV while
32.7% (18/55) of cases were CNV +. Overall, no association was detected
between a clinically relevant CNV and one or more USM. However, a small
increased odds was noted, although not statistically significant, of detecting
a clinically relevant CNV with one USM (OR 1.52, 95% CI 0.8-2.8) and with
more than one USM (OR 1.56, 95% CI 0.3-8.7) (Table 2). Amongst the total
cohort, urinary tract dilation and choroid plexus cyst were identified as the
most common USM detected. Parental testing for the CNV was performed for
the majority of the cases after a clinically relevant CNV was identified in the
proband. Of note, most of the CMA aberrations were identified to be maternally
or paternally inherited, rather than de novo.
In addition to individuals with an identified USM, the study assessed the
association between identified structural abnormalities and clinically relevant
CNV. In the CNV + group, 59.6% (53/89) of children/fetuses were noted to have
a structural anomaly, while 40.4% (36/89) did not have an identified structural
anomaly. The incidence of a clinically relevant CNV in children/fetuses with a
structural anomaly was not significantly higher when compared with children/
fetuses who were CNV – with a structural anomaly. The odds of a clinically
relevant CNV was not increased when one or more structural anomalies were
present (OR 1.2, 95% CI 0.7-1.9) (Table 3). Musculoskeletal defects and
congenital heart defects were the most common structural anomalies in the
cohort.

Discussion
By performing a review of the CMA and the prenatal ultrasound reports,
we were able to demonstrate an insignificant increase in the odds of a clinically
relevant CNV in the presence of one or more USM compared with a normal
ultrasound. Additionally, our findings noted an incidence of 32% for fetuses/
children with clinically relevant CNV when one or more USM was detected.
Guo et al reported a similar incidence in the Chinese population [9]. Wang et
al. reported an incidence of 15.1% of pathogenic, likely pathogenic, and VUS
CNV in fetuses with USM [10].
We included variants of uncertain significance in our classification of

Table 1. Demographics and pregnancy characteristics.

Patient and Clinical Characteristics
Age at Delivery (%)
≤ 34 years
> 34 years
Race (%): Caucasian
Ethnicity (%): Non-Hispanic
Tobacco use (%): Nonsmokers
Mode of delivery (%): Vaginal
Gestational age at delivery (%):
≥ 37 weeks’ gestation
Gender of neonate (%): Female
NICU admission (%): Yes

CNV negative (n = 259)

CNV positive (n = 89)

Odds Ratio (95% CI)

P-value

230 (88.8)

82 (92.1)

0.68 (0.29-1.61)

0.38

29 (11.2)
237 (91.5)
235 (90.7)
202 (78)
146 (56)

7 (7.9)
83 (93.3)
85 (96.6)
66 (74.2)
52 (58)

0.78 (0.31-1.99)
0.34 (0.10-1.16)
1.23 (0.71-2.16)
0.92 (0.57-1.51)

0.61
0.08
0.46
0.75

179 (68.8)

64 (71.3)

0.89 (0.52-1.51)

0.66

105 (40.5)
140 (54.1)

32 (36)
41 (46.1)

1.21 (0.74-2.00)
0.73 (0.45-1.18)

0.45
0.19

Note: CI: Confidence Interval; CNV: Copy Number Variants; NICU: Neonatal Intensive Care Unit
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Table 2. Clinically relevant CNV and ultrasound-detected soft marker.

Ultrasound-Detected Soft Marker
Absent (%)
Present (%)
Ultrasound-Detected Soft Marker
Absent (%)
1 USM (%)
> 1 USM (%)

CNV negative (n = 259)
222 (85.7)
37 (14.3)
CNV negative (n = 259)
222 (85.7)
33 (12.7)
4 (1.5)

CNV positive (n = 89)
71 (79.8)
18 (20.2)
CNV positive (n = 89)
71 (79.8)
16 (18)
2 (2.2)

Odds Ratio (95% CI)

P-value

1.52 (0.82-2.84)
Odds Ratio (95% CI)

0.19
P-value

1.52 (0.79-2.92)
1.56 (0.28-8.72)

0.72
0.79

CNV positive (n = 89)
36 (40.4)
53 (59.6)

Odds Ratio (95% CI)

P-value

1.18 (0.72-1.92)

0.52

Note: CI: Confidence Interval; CNV: Copy Number Variants

Table 3. Clinically relevant CNV and structural anomaly.

Structural Anomaly
Absent (%)
Present (%)

CNV negative (n = 259)
115 (44.4)
144 (55.6)

Note: CI: Confidence Interval; CNV: Copy Number Variants

clinically relevant CNV. While the CMA results classified as VUS were not
associated with a specific microdeletion or microduplication syndrome, their
size and gene content kept them from a benign classification. As more
genetic information becomes available, it is possible that CNV may change
classification from VUS to benign. While the inclusion of VUS results contributed
to our overall incidence of clinically relevant CNV in the setting of one of more
USM detected, we felt it was important to take these into account to provide the
most comprehensive assessment when evaluating for an association between
clinically relevant CNV and USM.

A larger, adequately powered study would need to be pursued to
definitively confirm our study findings. Further studies on this topic may
seek to understand the difference between the association of USM with both
pathogenic CNV and uncertain CNV. With additional research and a larger
study population, health care providers may be able to counsel patients and
make recommendations in the setting of a prenatal USM.

One of the strengths of our study is that we are one of the few studies to
examine the association between CMA aberration and USM in the United States
(US). Wang et al. were among the first to examine the association between
pathogenic CNV and USM [11]. However, the study was conducted in the
Chinese population. Wang et al. performed the CMA and clinical interpretation
on their subjects, and their clinical interpretation may be different than that
of a United States CLIA certified clinical laboratory. Ginsberg et al. reported
a high recurrence rate of a solitary USM implying a genetic predisposition
[12]. It was therefore necessary for us to examine if the association existed
for the US population. Previous studies have evaluated the relationship
between CNV and an isolated USM such as increased nuchal translucency,
hypoplastic nasal bone, ventriculomegaly, or echogenic bowel [13-16]. To the
best of our knowledge, our study is one of the first studies to evaluate the
relationship between CNV and one or more USM. Furthermore, our data was
collected from a single tertiary center across an 8-year time span. The group
of physicians and sonographers over the span of the study period followed
department protocols that minimized variation in reporting practices. The
standardized protocols allowed for consistency in performing and interpreting
ultrasound for USM.

In summary, we noted an increased odd, although small and insignificant,
of having a clinically relevant CNV among fetuses with one or more USM. CMA
allows clinicians to detect segmental duplications or deletions that may impact
health and wellness of the fetus, and also provide an explanation for the USM.
Further research is required to provide frequency estimates of copy number
variants associated with ultrasound-detected soft markers to determine if
invasive testing with chromosomal microarray should be incorporated into the
discussion and counseling in the setting of an identified ultrasound soft marker.

However, our study is not without limitations. Our cohort was made of a
uniform population consisting of mainly young Caucasians, making it difficult to
generalize our results to an ethnically diverse patient population. Although we
noted an increased trend, our study was underpowered to detect a statistical
significance which may exist if we had a larger sample size. Additionally, we
were unable to analyze the presence of clinically relevant CNV by specific
USM due to the small number of fetuses with one or more USM. Lastly, the
majority of the CMA results in our study were on postnatal samples which
potentially may lead to selection bias. It is important to recognize that postnatal
CMA have a better resolution and interpretations than those used in a prenatal
setting.7 This may identify a clinically relevant CNV that would not have been
identified prenatally in some cases, which may lead to slight overestimation of
the frequency of clinically relevant CNV in our study.
Understanding the association between USM and pathogenic or uncertain
CNV, will allow health care providers to better counsel patients on the risk
of a genetic etiology, when an USM is identified. In order to offer the most
appropriate testing options and counsel patients on the potential causes, we
need to further examine the association between an USM and CNV.
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